Some Sample Studies and Articles about Green Jobs Claims

Green jobs sound enticing, but the devil is in the details. A closer analysis of green jobs claims reveals that they are mostly a PR tactic meant to ensnare the trusting or unwary.

1. Study: Green Jobs Myths
2. Study: Renewable Energy and the Fallacy of ‘Green’ Jobs
3. Study: The effects on employment of public aid to renewable energy sources
4. Study: Murray/Calzada/Stagnaro: Lessons from Europe
5. Study: Jobs: What’s Green Got to Do With It?
6. Study: Green Jobs: Fact or Fiction?
7. Study: Wind Energy: The Case of Denmark
8. Report: Green Jobs a Cost, Not Benefit, to the National Economy
12. Report: Green is the New Red: The High Cost of Green jobs
13. Unseen Consequences of Green Jobs
14. Green Jobs Are a Cost, Not a Benefit
15. The Truth About All Those Green Jobs
17. ‘Green’ Jobs: Shrewd PR, Bad Economics
18. The Green Subsidy Job Loss Nexus
19. Dr. Michaels Jobs Testimony 1 and Testimony 2
20. Wind Energy Jobs: Mysterious Numbers from AWEA (75,000 claim bogus)
21. Losing Jobs with Green Technology
22. The Green Jobs Fantasy
23. Green Technology Won't Create Jobs
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25. Green Jobs: Making Society Poorer
26. Millions of Green Jobs? Beyond the Fantasy
27. For Every New ‘Green’ Job, Nearly Four Are Lost
28. Subsidizing Green Jobs is Dumb Economic Policy
29. Feeding The Masses On Unicorn Ribs
30. Beware Green Jobs, the New Sub-prime
31. Don’t Count on ‘Countless’ Green Jobs
32. How AWEA’s Job Claims are Bogus
33. The Myth of Green Energy Jobs: The European Experience
34. The BlackSmith Tax Credit
35. Promise from Green Jobs Overstated, Harms Ignored
37. Economic Impacts from Promoting Renewable Energies: The German Experience
38. The Mafia like ‘green jobs,’ but Italians shouldn’t
39. Green Jobs and Economic Blues
40. Better Green Jobs: The One-Word Solution
41. The Jobs Are Always Greener…
42. Wind Energy Job Growth Isn’t Blowing Anyone Away
43. Renewable Jobs Claims Based On Deception, False Comparisons
44. A Partial List of Green Energy Failures.
45. Renewable Energy: The Vision and a Dose of Reality.
46. When Wind Power Blows, Jobs Will Fall
47. We Need Wind Subsidies Like We Need VHS Subsidies
48. The Left’s Misleading Job Claims
49. Watch The Fine Print On ‘Green Jobs’ Claims
50. 100% Renewable Energy Pledge Based on ‘Magical Thinking,’ Will Cost Millions of Jobs
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